
Christianity: Capitalism or Socialism

A Christian Perspective on Faith, Experience and Expression

Christian Tradition

Christianity is an honourable religion because of its leading altruism welfare for any human and its

esteeming attitude of one another where esteem is better synonymous with respect because of its

speaking with and doing good for people, conversation, inclusion and encouragement. The West is

significantly losing its good of the land, archaic and such gentleman and gentlewoman Christian

tradition  because  its  ever-regressing  supposed  freedom  of  improper  education  and  casual

impropriety Culture is Semitic and secular in attitude, language use and negativity. The West is a

more than half Christian faith majority. Western culture is steeped in Semitic and secular Attitude.

Western society, thought, communication and behaviour, reflects literalism and immaturity more

than the spirit of its virtue and ideals of its history and tradition.

Reductionism

The  Holy  Bible  does  not  contradict  itself.  Christianity  is  perceived  as  weak,  contradictory  or

hypercritical because materialism and reductionism used and corrupted original meaning of the very

Spiritual light and humble love of God contained in the New Testament of Jesus Christ. The English

language is so reduced to Bastard Title business because the rise of the Italian Renaissance which

led to the establishment of the great Protestant English Reformation pinnacle regressed to immature

mind-metaphysics and scientific reductionism relinquishing tradition.

Regression

The Critical Apparatus of the current language vernacular and uses has been transferred and applied

through an immature looking glass of Courtly Love secrecy renouncing the mature audience its

Courtesy tradition. Reconciliation of any Culture is often rejected because of urban or subculture

attitudes of language ownership associations presenting unforgivable mentalities of power trips and

guilt  trips  suffering  unethical  and  inhumane  perceptions  of  bad  intentions  and  threatening

behaviour. The world is overtly Antagonist. The West identifies as a more than half Christian faith

majority, but interpretation and application is steeped in Semitic culture and overrun by mainstream

secular Attitudes to death. Strengthened within might is not outwardly strong downputting.



Communism and Socialism

Jesus was very kind to the people to whom he showed great Courtesy, compassion and cultural

sensitivity, teaching them, healing them and including them. Jesus was also kind to his disciples and

Jewish leaders but as time went on he confronted his own disciples and Jewish leaders. Jesus Christ

was a bit Communist. Jesus, Yeshua, from Joshua, give me the mountains unto transfiguration, lived

on  a  commune,  including  the  people,  teaching  them and  healing  them and  sharing  food  and

communion. Personal, Catholic, worldwide universal belief does not negate faith. Jesus Christ was

a bit Socialist. Jesus, Yeshua, from Joshua, give me the mountains unto transfiguration, was very

sociable, sent his followers out in all modesty and got most angry about the multicultural money

trading stock exchange at the temple over the deceptive reofferings.

Capitalism

Western  Justice  can  result  in  reofferings  up  of  mere  money  payments  furthering  only  lawyer

referrals wherefrom the Culture of government census more than half Christian faith majority of

reform is  to  reoffer  up the Justice of God already provided in Christ.  Hebrews 11:26 and 6:6.

Capitalists are aliens to and in their own land. They build bigger cages and longer chains. The

Western world has the best psychology and neuroscience theory, but it will always remain mere

theoristic grappling because general education, Culture and statistics is just so, so bad. Maslow's

hierarchy of needs identifies exactly what humans need and yet statistically and drastically how far

humans have regressed. With five being correctness in antiquity, the basic needs of clothing, shelter,

food,  relationships  and intimacy are  still  not  met  for  most  humans.  There  needs  to  be a  clear

distinction between money and choices as the Holy Bible etymology of words riches and wealth

and mammon and money is caught up in misinterpretation and literalism long buried from grounded

warrior  mentality  laced  with  sense  of  extortion  and  exploitation.  There  needs  to  be  a  clear

distinction between money and choices as the Holy Bible etymology of words riches and wealth

and mammon and money is caught up in misinterpretation and literalism long buried in a grounded

warrior mentality laced with sense of extortion and exploitation.

Symbolism and Government: Christ is Justice, Jesus is Righteous

Semitic  Culture:  Capital  Punishment!  That  is  what  differentiates  Judaism  and  Islam  from

Christianity. Western Culture is interfaithed Masonic-Judeo yet the people by Government censuses

want to identity as Christian. Secular Attitudes to death and bad language use prevent reform.



Antagonist,  Anti-climax,  Ballad  Chauvinism  shows  the  difference  between  Judaism  and

Christianity. Attitude and Chauvinism appearing monetarily bad Association weakens the Audience.

Numbers 23:22 and 24:8, Deuteronomy 33:17, Job 39:9-10, Psalm 22:21, 29:6 and 92:10, Isaiah

34:7 and Daniel 8:5, Job 1:67 and Proverbs 16:18 and Romans 13, Hebrews 11:26 and 6:6 and

Revelation  13.  Unicorn.  Cf.  Revelation  13.  Christian  living  is  Spiritually  Antepenultisised  of

Absolutely  God  Triune;  Absolute  (Word),  Antepenult  (strive),  not  Accent  (sword),  Antagonist

(Semitic,  Roman),  Assimilation  (proud),  Association  (mob),  Attitude  (secular,  death),  Audience

(vulnerable).  Grammatically,  verb  forms,  Antepenultisised,  a  superlative,  and  of,  or  from,  God

Triune, so prior to Bastard Title referencing, getting back to Aufklärung, enlightenment, column

referencing, Or. [insert word] of particular regard to Greek and Hebrew etymology, synonymously

known.  Romans  13  and  Revelation  13.  Christian  living  is  Spiritually  Antepenultisised  from

Absolutely Trinity; Absolute (Word), Antepenult (strive), not Accent (sword), Antagonist (Semitic,

Roman), Assimilation (proud), Association (mob), Attitude (secular, death), Audience (vulnerable).

Whore. Revelation 17-22. Accent and speech of Literary Term Abracadabra (Cabalistic) from Old

Testament Hebrew Association of neighbouring nations’ influence of different belief expressed in

Semitic  and  secular  Attitudes  to  death  language  is  which  Christ  (masculine  noun)  opposed.

Pharmakeia. Greek. Governmental medical divination. Revelation 18. The word justice is not in the

New Testament of Jesus Christ, King James Version. The Justice of God was placed upon Christ.

The word respect is thus used of no better regard of persons from the Justice of God being placed

upon Christ. Christians live in His Glory. Hebrews 11:26. Western Justice can result in reofferings

up of mere money payments furthering only lawyer referrals wherefrom the Culture of government

census more than half Christian faith majority of reform is to reoffer up the Justice of God already

provided in Christ. Hebrews 11:26 and 6:6. Hebrews 11:26 and 6:6 takes great wisdom Revelation

to understand how western system of government is monetarily opposed of Culture which appears

and presents abominable mentality to Christian faith expression; Greek Anonym Latin Context of

Hebrews monotheistic history of temple. The Western Masonic-Judeo System of Justice and Culture

of lawyer referrals for only money payments reoffers up not only the Justice of God in Christ but

forgoes ability to enjoy choice. Spiritual. Ecclesiastes 6:2 and 5:19-20, Matthew 12:42, Luke 11:31

and Hebrews 11:26 and 6:6.

Personal Faith: Experience and Expression

Holy Bible translations subsequent to the King James Version use wording caught up in etymology

of  Correctness  from  the  German  Age  of  Enlightenment  English  control  and  centuries  long

metaphysical regression of Bastard Title Barbarism reductionism too controversial for definition.



The Holy Bible New International Version excels in Antepenultisising Citizen of Heaven as a title

of Absolute divinity and peaceability Correctness tense of hope away from other translations caught

up from Age of Enlightenment in Age of Reason and Climate of Opinion reductionism. Courtesy

Book tradition disconnects proud respect sense of disrespect Assimilation Association Attitude of

stuck-up unicorn mentally bullying mentality from Courtesy,  compassion,  cultural  sensitivity &

respect with compassion and humility, upholding Yours humbly Royal salutation. Counselling is the

act of getting alongside someone and helping them. The West is a more than half Christian faith

majority with America at 75% and Australia at 51%. The Holy Bible is a Western Court of Law

Text.  The Holy Spirit  is  The Paracletus,  para being prefix for alongside.  Learning English and

speaking good English goes hand in hand with and is an important part of perhaps the spiritual gift

of  tongues  and  interpretation  of  tongues  and  is  an  important  aspect  to  the  spiritual  gift  of

discernment and knowledge so learn and grow and lead and admonish. Technology is a great way to

substantiate and verify explanation of Spiritual event experiences. The basis of my Christian faith is

prayer and song in the peace and safety of my home. My views or my Purity of Interpretation of the

Western  Court  of  Law Holy Bible  is  controversial.  Faith  in  Jesus  from Jesus  is  an  implanted

yearning for God in the spirit of believers which by the indwelling of the Holy Spirit Christians

praise God and speak in Holy Spirit so reflect upon how beautiful the gift of faith yearning prayer

of the gift of praying in tongues feels. 

Jesus is the Word inseparably one with and proceeds from the Father with a Spiritual sword of His

Word as a discerner, symbolic of authority and belief, not a human sword. Revelation is symbolic.

Matthew 10:34, John 1:1-5 and 10:30, 1 Timothy 6:11-21, Hebrews 4:12 and Revelation. Audience

of hearing locutions from heaven on earth is for humans who receive the powerful Word of God and

speak  it  in  peace,  to  distinguish  between  voice  and  voices  and  gossiping  and  mind  physics.

Numbers 16:31-35, Psalm 29, Ezekiel 31, Matthew 10:34 and Revelation 19 and 22:1-5. Humans

describe God in three separate personages. H20 takes three separate forms, water, ice or steam, yet

the essence of all forms is inseparably, interwovenly, H20. God is the Father, Jesus and His Holy

Spirit. The Trinity! God Triune. 'Thought. Word. Deed.' BCP. John 14:15-21. Ambulance Services

originated in Catholic Spain from Spain Monk Saint John of the Cross black Knights of Saint John

phosphene vision Light of God events and Spain Nun Saint Teresa of Ávila locution hearing Word

of God events as greater than theories of optometry and neuroscience. The Angelic Community is

12 Tribes  of  Israel  x  12 Disciples  of  Christ  =  144 Hebrew for  Angelic  x  1,000 Numerous in

Antiquity is symbolic of the Old and New in Christ through Jesus alone. Daniel 7:9-14, Philippians

2:1-12 and Revelation 7:9, 14:1, 21:21-22 and 22:1-5. Worship God!


